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Battle Bugs #1
The Lizard War Script
For this Book Talk you will need:
•  3 actors (Barton, Spike, and Max)

•  Barton (titan beetle): brown pants & long-sleeved shirt, 2 extra 
legs made from brown felt or cardboard & pinned to either side 
of waist, 2 large brown wings with scar across them, 2 long 
black feelers

•  Spike (emperor scorpion): black pants & long-sleeved shirt, 4 
extra legs made from black felt or cardboard & pinned on either side of waist and hips, 2 very large 
black pincers on hands, long black jointed tail curled up at end

•  Max (human boy): jeans, t-shirt, running shoes

•  Additional props: 2 very large rocks, stick, copy of Battle Bugs #1: The Lizard War

Barton:   (turning to Spike as he & Max enter; surveying Max) Well, well, well, Spike. What do we have 
here?

Spike:  I thought he was a lizard, sir. But he says he’s a human being.

Barton:   (taking closer look at Max & thinking momentarily) A human being. No, I’ve never heard of one 
of those before. (pausing) Well, we’ll worry about that later. (to Max) Name?

Max:  Max.

Barton:   Friend or foe?

Max:  (thinking momentarily) Friend.

Barton:  (looking at Spike) What do you think, Spike, old buddy?

Spike:   (answering emphatically) I like him. He helped me fight off a lizard. He knew just where to 
attack.

* continued on next page...
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Barton:   (nodding slightly) Hmmm. Useful in a tight spot. I like 
that in a soldier. (edging closer to Max) I’m Barton. 
Leader of the Battle Bugs.

Max:  Battle Bugs? What are they?

Barton:   We’re an army of bugs, of course. (standing up 
straight & thrusting chest out proudly) All the 
creatures you see around you are under my command.

Max:  (sounding puzzled) But why do you need an army?

Barton:   We need an army because we’re under attack!

Max:  From the lizards?

Barton:   (booming) Yes, from the lizards! Have you been living inside a cocoon?

Max:   (looking down at his clothes) You can kind of tell I’m not from here. And I don’t even know how 
I got here. Maybe you could fill me in on the lizards (pausing) and the war (pausing) and well, 
everything?

Barton:   (sighing and looking around for props; spying 2 rocks & stick in middle of stage; picking up 
stick & moving rocks slightly apart) Allow me to illustrate: THIS is Bug Island (tapping the first 
rock). And THIS (tapping the other rock) is the Reptilian Empire. The two lands are separated by 
a narrow stretch of sea… Or they WERE, until recently. (continuing) The Reptilian Empire has a 
mountain at the edge of the coast closest to ours. But it turns out it’s no ordinary mountain. A 
few nights ago, there was a terrible rumbling, and then fire came shooting out of the top of it!

Max:  (eyes widening) It must be a volcano.

Spike:  (sounding confused) A vol-WHAT-o?

Max:   A volcano. They’re made when hot lava from the Earth’s core bubbles up. It sounds like it 
erupted. (Barton & Spike exchanging confused glances) That’s when the lava bubbles over the 
top and pours down onto the land below.

* continued on next page...
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Barton:   (nodding & sounding impressed) That’s exactly what 
happened! Red-hot rock came pouring down the side 
of the mountain and into the sea. In no time at all, the 
two islands had been joined together. (using stick to 
push two rocks together) Once the rock cooled, the 
lizards used it as a bridge to invade. I was there that 
night, and had a run-in with one of the first lizards to 
make it onto the island. The slippery fellow caught me 
by surprise and cracked my wing case, damaging the 
wing inside. (pointing to scar)

Max:  (gasping) Can you still fly?

Barton:   (shaking his head) Not at the moment, I’m afraid. My wings are still healing. But that hasn’t 
stopped me from taking on those scaly monsters in other ways!

Max:  (sounding impressed) So you formed an army of bugs to fight back against them?

Barton:   Yes, indeed. But I’m sorry to say that the lizards are winning.

Spike:   (to Max) You saw how strong they are. And there are even bigger ones that that monster who 
attacked us!

Barton:   (nodding) The lizards have been advancing for days. We’re almost surrounded. We need to 
come up with the perfect plan – something that will outsmart those tongue-flickers once and 
for all. (lowering his voice) Or – and I hate to say this – we’re ALL doomed. (walking slowly 
offstage with Max)

Spike:   (bending down and picking up a book from the floor, then turning to audience) Will Max join 
our fight against the lizards? (holding up a copy of Battle Bugs #1: The Lizard War). Hunt down 
your own copy of Battle Bugs #1: The Lizard War, at your Scholastic Book Fair!


